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Welcome from the Chair of Governors and the Headteacher 

 
The Blue School 

Kennion Road 
Wells  

BA5  2NR 
Tel: 01749 678799 

E-mail: office@theblueschool.somerset.sch.uk 
 

 
Dear Parent/Carer 
 
We are delighted to have this opportunity to welcome you to The Blue.  We are confident that your association with 
us will be a happy one. 
 
Our principal aim is: 
 
“Together, we’ll succeed” 

• in academic work 

• in sports, games and activities 

• in relationships and behaviour  

• in the development of our own moral code. 
 
If all students are to fulfil their potential, it is essential that home and school work together in a partnership that     
promotes the value of participation and achievement.  Ways in which we can work together to build this partnership 
are overleaf in the ‘Home School Agreement’. 
 
This ‘Welcome Booklet’ has been developed to give information about routine procedures, the subjects studied and 
the work of our departments. Further information about the school can be found on our website: http://
www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk. 
 
We are keen to do everything possible to help your child feel settled and happy at the school and accordingly will 
always be willing to discuss issues with you.  If you ever have cause for concern, please do not hesitate to get in 
touch. 
 
We look forward to meeting and working with you in the future. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 

Mrs Jennifer Warnock   Mr Mark Woodlock 

Chair of Governors    Headteacher 

http://www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk
http://www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk
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Ethos, Mission and Vision — ’Together, we’ll succeed’ 

 
Ethos Statement 
 
The school aims to serve its community by providing an education of the highest quality within the context of     
Christian belief and practice.  It promotes Christian values through the experience it offers to all its students and it 
encourages an understanding of the meaning and significance of all faiths. 
 
Recognising its historic foundation, the school will preserve and develop its religious character in accordance with 
the principles of the Church of England and in partnership with the Church at parish and diocesan level. 
 
The Blue School Vision 

Our vision is that, working together, we enable all students and staff to flourish in: 

• our academic work; 

• enriching our lives; 

• building a shared ethos; and 

• developing our own moral code. 

Mission  

Our mission is to give our students a social and academic belonging through a broad, creative curriculum, delivered 

as part of a centre of excellence for teaching.  We aim to combine close, personal pastoral care, with high academic 

and social standards, so that our students develop the wide range of skills necessary to benefit our community, 

thrive in the modern world and lead physically, mentally and spiritually healthy lives. 

We will do this through these strategic goals: 

• ensuring that the highest quality teaching and learning remains at the forefront of all we do 

• enriching the lives of staff and students through a range of opportunities, inside and outside the classroom 

• fostering a shared ethos around a sacred or secular spirituality 

• encouraging creativity to ensure our students are prepared economically, socially, culturally, and               

environmentally for the challenges that life will bring 

• promoting the well-being, health and safety of all those in our community  

• living sustainably, and in balance with the world around us 

• actively building partnerships that help students succeed and support the wider educational and social     

development of others so we can better serve the needs and ambitions of the community. 

Our actions are underpinned by our values. We aspire to cultivate and demonstrate behaviours that show: 

• Respect for the rights of others 

• Empathy for the needs of others 

• Politeness in our conduct towards others 

“Be ready to do good.   

To speak no evil about anyone,  

to live in peace and  

to be gentle and polite to all people.”  

Titus 3:2 
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Our school vision 

The Blue School is a community that sets the highest standards as a 

safe, friendly and positive place to learn and work.  To achieve this, we 

will: 

✔   Respect the rights of others   ✔ 

✔  Show empathy for the needs of others  ✔ 

✔  Be polite in our conduct towards others ✔ 

We acknowledge that by working together, we will succeed. 

As students of The Blue School we believe that together we should: 

• Create a calm and positive place to learn. 

• Be respectful in the language that we use within our             

community, and be mindful of the effect on others.  Think      

before you speak. 

• Follow the instructions given by staff with kindness and respect 

at all times. 

• Walk sensibly on the left of corridors and stairs, avoiding        

unwanted physical contact. 

• Queue patiently for our turn. 

Student Code of Conduct 

“Respect everyone’s right to learn” 

The Blue School 
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Home/School Agreement 
Introduction 
 
The Blue School is committed to developing its partnership with parents in a spirit of co-operation and openness.  
Parents best know their child as an individual, while teachers have an overview of how children learn and relate to 
others.  Working together will benefit students, their learning and social development.  The agreement has been   
prepared in consultation with parents, students, teachers and governors.  Further suggestions for improvement 
would be welcomed. 
 

Home School Agreement—What parents can expect from the school 

The school agrees to: 

• strive to achieve the School Aims; 

• value your child as a unique member of the school community; 

• try to ensure that your child achieves his/her full potential; 

• provide a high quality education for your child; 

• encourage self-confidence, self-reliance, initiative and community spirit; 

• lay the foundations of life-long learning; 

• teach a broad and balanced curriculum to the best of our ability within resources available;  

• provide enriching activities and events in which your child can take part within the resources available; 

• care for your child’s safety and well-being; 

• contact you on your child’s first day of absence if you have not contacted us by 9.30am; 

• contact you if there is a problem with your child’s attendance, punctuality or school equipment and let you 
know when the difficulty is resolved; 

• let you know at an early stage of any concerns or problems that affect your child’s work or behaviour; 

• ensure that we are available, by prior appointment, to discuss your child’s progress or your concerns; 

• inform you through termly assessments about your child’s progress; 

• set, mark and monitor homework and provide appropriate facilities for your child to do homework in school; 

• keep you informed about general school matters; 

• have a clearly stated and consistently applied behaviour policy, detailing expectations, rewards and         
sanctions; 

• operate a complaints procedure. 

 

Home School Agreement—How parents or carers can support us 

As a parent or carer, we ask you to: 

• encourage your child to develop a positive attitude to learning and to school; 

• ensure that your child attends school regularly and on time and to provide an explanation for all absences by 
9.30am on your child’s first day of absence and each subsequent day; 

• support your child’s learning including the completion of any homework; 

• support the school in maintaining standards of behaviour in line with the school’s Behaviour Policy; 

• encourage your child to act responsibly and to accept responsibility for his/her actions and their                    
consequences; 

• attend parents’ evenings where possible and discussions about your child’s progress; 

• ensure that your child has what he/she needs to take a full part in lessons; 

• ensure that your child complies with the school’s uniform code; 
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• encourage your child to join school clubs and additional activities and events; 

• tell school about circumstances which may affect your child’s learning or behaviour; 

• attend reintegration meetings following any suspensions. 

 

Home School Agreement—What we expect from our students 

As a student we expect you to: 

• come to school regularly; 

• come to school on time; 

• take pride in your appearance and wear school uniform; 

• bring all the books and equipment you need for your lessons every day (see below); 

• do all your class work and homework to the best of your ability; 

• behave well and be polite, kind and helpful to others; 

• have respect for other people and their differences; 

• be welcoming to all visitors; 

• take a full part in the life of the school, getting involved in clubs, additional activities and events; 

• help to keep school clean, tidy and free from litter or graffiti; 

Equipment 
 
Being equipped to take full part in all lessons is important. For certain specialist lessons such as Physical Education 
and Design Technology, your teachers will let you know what you need to bring to school.  
 
Generally you should check that you have your writing equipment such as pen, pencil, crayons or felt tips, a rubber, 
a pencil sharpener and a ruler together with the appropriate books every day.  In addition we also require students to 
bring a scientific calculator to every maths lesson; the preferred calculator is a Casio FX85-GT, and students will be 
taught how to use this.  The MFL department would also like students to have a set of inexpensive headphones for 
use in their computer lessons. 
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Pastoral Care 
 
Assistant Headteacher (Pastoral Y7-11)     Miss Vicky Castle 
Pastoral Team Leaders of Y7       Mrs Fiona Cooley & Mr Chris Wool 
Pastoral Team Leader of Y8       Mr Paul Stevens 
Pastoral Team Leader of Y9       Mr Steve Higgins 
Pastoral Team Leader of Y10       Ms Hannah Stacey 
Pastoral Team Leader of Y11       Mrs Janine Hildrew 
Deputy Headteacher (Standards and Pastoral post-16)   Mr Max Harvey 
Pastoral Team Leader of Y12       Dr Sheila Jamieson 
Pastoral Team Leader of Y13       Mr Nick Pearson 
Assistant Headteacher (Vulnerable students and safeguarding)  Miss Bridget Cox 
 
The pastoral needs of children at the school are met through teams of tutors led by a Pastoral Team Leader.  Miss 
Castle is Assistant Headteacher—Pastoral and has pastoral responsibility for our students in Y7 to Y11.  Mr Harvey 
has overall responsibility for the pastoral care of our sixth form students in Y12 and Y13, supported by Dr Jamieson 
and Mr Pearson. 
 
Miss Bridget Cox is our Assistant Headteacher with responsibility for our vulnerable students and for safeguarding in 
the school. 
 
Before students arrive at The Blue School, a great deal of time and consideration will be given to their placement in 
particular tutor groups.  The arrangements are based on the information received from the primary school, together 
with requests from parents and, above all, the requirements for the well-being of the young people we welcome into 
Y7. 
 
Year tutors are regarded as very significant in the students’ daily life.  It is to the tutor that we hope that the children 
will recount happy events, any difficulties they might encounter and their aspirations and expectations in an          
atmosphere of trust and openness.  Students are with their tutors each day at morning registration.  The tutor team 
stays with their groups throughout Y7 to Y11.  The early years are particularly crucial times in terms of personal, 
physical, social and emotional development and the self-discipline and enjoyment of study and work. 
 
We create a feeling of belonging to each year, not only within tutor groups but also within the year as a whole.  To 
enable this we arrange theatre visits, excursions and opportunities for students to welcome visitors and to share their 
talents and qualities in the wider community.  We encourage children to take on the responsibility of organising    
projects of their own choosing.  We are always delighted when children suggest and carry out ideas for fundraising.  
Each year a significant amount of money is raised for a range of charities, through a variety of sometimes bizarre 
activities!  
 
The Pastoral Team Leaders are generally available in the Pastoral Centre at break and lunchtime, when children 
may wish to come and talk things over with them.  If you wish to talk to your child’s tutor or Pastoral Team Leader, 
we would welcome the opportunity but would ask you to make an appointment via the Pastoral Office on 01749 
836248. 
 

 The school places great importance on the safety of the students in 
our care and consequently operates a ‘First Day Contact’ system 
for students in Y7 to Y11.  Parents are asked to contact school by 
9.30am on a child’s first day of absence and on each subsequent 
day.  If we do not hear from you by 9.30am we will contact you to 
inform you of your child’s absence by either a text message to your 
mobile phone or a telephone call to the contact number provided.  
This measure should give parents early notice of a missing child 
and may also reduce the possibility of truancy.  Please ensure we 
have your up-to-date contact numbers on our system.  A Data   
Collection Sheet will be issued to each student as they join the 
school and thereafter annually. 
 
Good attendance at school is essential. Any lesson missed is a 
valuable educational experience lost which cannot be replicated. 
Research suggests that absence affects future prospects, personal 
well-being and job satisfaction.  We encourage all students to aim 
for at least 98% attendance.  A student who attends less than 90% 
of lessons is described as a persistent absentee.  Such students 
will be discussed with the Education Welfare Service and further 
action may be taken.  If you are concerned about your child’s    
attendance, please contact their tutor.  For more specific            
information about our approach to attendance, please refer to the 
attendance policy, available on the school website. 
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Medical Information and First Aid 
 
Medical records we receive from previous schools may well be incomplete or out of date. Any information regarding 
medical conditions is not automatically transferred over from primary schools when students join us in Y7.  There will 
be an opportunity to update medical and other information held about your child by completing the data collection 
sheet and/or medical information form which we will send home via your child.  It can take some time to collect and 
process these data collection sheets so urgent information should be communicated directly and not via the sheet.  
In the event of new conditions developing, please contact the School Office in the first instance so that the            
appropriate members of staff can be alerted.   
 
The school recognises that on certain occasions it may be necessary for a student to have a medical appointment 
during the day.  If this is the case, we ask that evidence of the appointment is brought to school and is shown to  
pastoral staff when signing out. Students should sign back in when they return to school. 
 
If a child is unwell during a lesson, the member of staff may send them to First Aid where our First Aider will assess 
their needs.  If we are concerned about an individual’s health, the school will contact home.  It is not appropriate for 
children to use their phones to contact parents to ask to be collected.  We need to ensure all students are safe and 
children should not leave the school grounds without the permission of a member of staff.   
 

Bullying 
 
Bullying has no place in our school and it will not be tolerated.  There are well-developed procedures for staff and 
students to follow if incidents do occur.  The issue is covered in assemblies and tutorial time so that all students 
know there is no need to “suffer in silence”.  If you believe that your child is being bullied please contact his/her tutor 
or Pastoral Team Leader immediately. 
 

If Your Child is Worried 
 
If your child is worried s/he can always turn to his or her tutor, a teacher or any other adult in the school.  Sometimes 
a problem or anxiety can seem so overwhelming that more help is needed.  With this in mind we have a counselling 
service in school.  Students in need can be referred through their Pastoral Team Leader for an appointment.        
Parents are always involved when a decision is made about counselling. The counselling service is confidential,   
although certain types of problems may need to be passed on to other professionals. 
 
Students can also communicate their concerns electronically using the SHARP system link available on the school 
website.  Messages from students are processed through the Pastoral Office and directed to the appropriate member 
of staff for action. 
 
Somerset NHS operates a Drop in Centre based in Kennion Foyer at lunchtime on a Monday.  Students may use this 
facility to access confidential advice about relationships, stress, eating worries, anxiety, drugs and sexual health  
matters. 
 

Tutorial Programme and PSHE (including statutory RSE curriculum) 
 
 

The purpose of the tutorial programme is to allow tutors the     
opportunity to deal with a range of issues that have an impact on 
the personal, social and moral development of the student.  It is 
also an important element in fostering a positive school ethos 
amongst students and in developing a working relationship with 
the tutor. 
 
The programme for each year is planned to explore issues that 
are relevant to students in their lives both in and outside of 
school.  Bullying, Health and Hygiene, Sex Education, the        
Environment and Drugs Awareness will be amongst the topics 
covered as well as sessions that will help with the practical      
aspects of school life such as Study Skills and Careers guidance.  
This will be delivered in a variety of forms including through the 
curriculum, extended tutor times and theme days. 
 
There is a Tutor Period for the first twenty minutes of each day, 
which will be used to cover many of these elements, as well as 
some of the administrative tasks associated with being part of a 
Tutor Group.  Please click here to view our Relationships & Sex 
Education Policy. 

https://theblueschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/key_information/LTG-Policies-Relationships-and-Sex-Education-Policy.pdf?t=1622197278
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Rules 
 
Children want to make a good impression when they start a new school and many are concerned they will fail      
because they unknowingly break a school rule.  Staff will make allowances for new students and recognise they will 
develop knowledge of the rules over a period of time.  Form tutors begin this process on the first day of term and 
subject teachers will explain the rules relevant to their particular areas during lesson time.  As a general rule, ‘be 
courteous and considerate to others’ is the key phrase. 
 

Learning Support 
 
The Learning Support Centre is committed to the early identification of students with Special Educational Needs and 
adopts a graduated response to meeting those needs in line with the revised SEN Code of Practice. Those needs 
may include a specific learning difficulty, communication and interaction difficulty, physical or medical need or a    
social, emotional and behavioural need.  Under the monitoring and assessment procedures a range of data is       
collected particularly if the student continues to present difficulties over time which affects his/her learning.  The 
SENCo will also liaise with parents, form tutors, teachers and Pastoral Team Leaders to decide the appropriate type 
of provision to address the student’s individual needs.  
 
The additional support that the school provides may be presented in a Pupil Passport which sets out the needs of the 
student and the type of interventions the student is accessing.  There is an allocated key worker who will support the 
implementation of the passport.  This information is distributed to students, parents and relevant teachers and is  
reviewed every term.   
 
Sometimes a student with more complex needs may require additional support from the support services and       
external agencies.  These support services include the Educational Psychologist, the Learning Support Service,   
Autism and Communication Team and PIMST (Physical Impairment and Medical Support Team).   
 
English as an Additional Language, although not a special need, is overseen by the SENCo.  A student with a     
complex medical history may also have a Health Care Plan which is distributed to all staff involved with that child.  
External agencies such as the Childhood and Adolescence Mental Health Services (CAMHS), GPs and hospital  
consultants may also be involved in helping to address a student’s needs. 
 
To help ensure a smooth transition for the new Y7 intake, the SENCo, during the Spring and Summer Term, liaises 
with the local partner schools, the county support services, parents and new students to learn about any additional 
needs.  This information is collated and distributed to Pastoral Team Leaders and teachers so adaptations and    
specific needs can be addressed early on.  
 
The Learning Support Department has a committed, sensitive and specialised team of staff which is led by the   
SENCo.  In addition to in-class support, the SEN team provide withdrawal work for 1:1 intervention or group work.  
This begins in Y7 and continues through to Y13.  In some cases GCSE access arrangements may also be required 
for students who continue to experience difficulties.  Please feel free to contact the department at any time.  Pastoral 
matters are dealt with by Pastoral Team Leaders and tutors whilst additional needs are discussed with Mrs Liz      
Ramsay, the SENCo.   
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Reporting Patterns 
 
Each year there will be several opportunities for you to receive feedback on your child’s progress.  Students will be 
issued with a termly assessment report.  Appointments for Parents’ Evenings are booked electronically through the 
school website. There will also be opportunities at the beginning of each Key Stage to meet with appropriate staff. 
 
In Y7 there will be a meeting with your child’s tutor which will take place during September.  The purpose of this 
meeting will be to discuss how your child has settled into life at school.  A letter will be issued explaining the         
appointments procedure for this evening.  In September of Y10 there is a Key Stage 4 Welcome Evening.  During 
this evening there will be a number of presentations and an opportunity to meet subject teachers, who will advise on 
how you may support your daughter/son during GCSE years. 
 

Uniform Service 
 
All uniform items can be purchased from South West Schoolwear in Broad Street, Wells which is open 6 days a 
week.  South West Schoolwear also offer an online service and click and collect via their website 
www.swschoolwear.co.uk.  
  
Details of the full uniform requirements, including outer clothing, shoes, jewellery and hair styles are detailed in this 
Booklet.   
 
The Blue School Governors provide financial assistance towards the cost of uniform for those children who are in 
receipt of free school meals.  This grant of £50.00 is awarded on entry to the school and may be used to purchase 
any item of uniform.  The grant will be in the form of a voucher redeemable at South West Schoolwear.  Please see 
the section on Free School Meals for more details. 
 
 

 
 

http://www.swschoolwear.co.uk
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Uniform requirements for Y7 – Y11 

Trousers/pleated skirt  Grey, from the approved list. Skirts must not be rolled up or shortened, and must sit 

below, on or just above the knee when worn.  

Shirt  Plain light blue, short or long sleeved. Regular collar, buttoned up to the neck, tucked 

in. See items on approved list for reference.  

Tie With the correct year group stripe. The wider end of the tie should be worn close to 

the waist.  

Jumper  Navy blue with embroidered logo. This should not be tucked into the trousers or skirt.  

Shoes  Plain, black, polishable leather or simulated leather of a sensible design. Plain, dark 

laces. See approved images and footwear section of the policy.  

Socks or tights  Socks must be grey or black. Socks should be below the knee if worn with the pleated 
skirt. 

Tights must be grey, patternless. Footless tights are not permitted. No leggings.  

PE Kit—Boys: Indoor and Summer activities PE Kit—Girls: Indoor and Summer activities 

Polo Shirt 

Shorts 

Socks 

White cotton 

White 

White ankle 

Polo Shirt 

Shorts 

Socks 

Games skort 

White, open collar 

Navy shadow stripe 

Royal blue 

Optional, navy 

PE Kit—Boys: Outdoor Autumn/Spring activities PE Kit—Girls: Outdoor Autumn/Spring activities 

Shirt 

 

Shorts 

Socks 

Base layer 

Soccer/rugby, reversible 

royal blue/royal and amber 

panels 

Royal blue 

Royal blue 

Optional, long sleeved, 

plain white 

Tracksuit 

 

Sweatshirt 

 

Base layer 

Optional, navy full length 

trousers 

Optional, but advised, navy 

blue 

Optional, long sleeved, 

plain white 

General PE Kit 

Soccer or rugby boots, shin pads and training shoes (not skating shoes or daps/plimsolls) for all students.  Gum 

shields strongly advised for hockey and rugby.  
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The Blue School Code of Conduct 
 
This code of conduct is maintained to make The Blue a pleasant, safe and secure place to learn and teach.  By  
having clear and consistent expectations it will be easier for students, parents and staff to work together to enable 
everyone to take full advantage of the opportunities available at our school. 
 
High standards of behaviour are expected of students at all times.  This includes when travelling to and from school.  
All school rules apply therefore on school coaches and public service buses as well as when walking and cycling to 
and from school. 
 

Rewards and Sanctions 

We have a system of rewards and sanctions to encourage effort, achievement and positive behaviour. To            
encourage a climate where achievement is valued we take every opportunity to publicise, praise and to celebrate 
the achievements of our students in Years 7 to 11.  We use an online rewards system called epraise where Praise 
Points are awarded to students for their successes both inside the classroom and as members of the wider Blue 
School Community.  
 
Parents, students and tutors can easily see online, either via the epraise app, or via the epraise website, the Praise 
Points earned. Students can spend these points in the online shop, or in our epraise shop situated in the Learning 
Resources Centre, on a variety of motivating rewards. These rewards vary from the equipment needed for success 
in the classroom and food items from our canteens to pizza deliveries and entries to exciting prize draws.  
 
Subject Departments also award student accolades, which are worth five praise points, to students each month who 
have excelled in that subject. Achievements are celebrated on a weekly basis in tutor time and in assemblies and 
then there are further rewards and celebrations for each year group at the end of term. 
 
It is also possible to monitor attendance and punctuality, sign up for enrichment activities and monitor any demerits 
given to students via epraise. Demerits are given to students when our high expectations with regards to behaviour, 
attitude to learning, uniform and punctuality are not met. When demerits are given to students, sanctions may be put 
in place. 
 
Sanctions are devised to promote a climate where learning and appropriate behaviour are valued. We have a   
‘parking’ system to ensure that lessons are not disrupted through poor behaviour. Students involved leave the     
lesson at the time of the incident and are supervised by a member of staff in another classroom for the duration of 
the lesson. This allows the lesson to continue uninterrupted. Detentions are used as a sanction and are usually set 
during breaktime, lunchtime and after school. In serious cases, or where poor behaviour is repeated, students will 
spend time in the workroom, completing work and reflecting on their actions. 
 
Suspension and exclusion are our most extreme sanctions.  Suspensions will be for a fixed term (usually one or two 
days); exclusions are permanent.  The Local Authority has clear policies related to suspensions and exclusions, to 
which all schools must adhere.  If a student is suspended or excluded we write to the parent and to The Clerk of the 
Governors’ Discipline Committee. The LA (Pupil Placement Team) is notified in the case of a permanent exclusion. 
 
Teaching staff are authorised to confiscate non uniform clothing and portable electrical devices.  Clothing and music 
devices will be returned at the end of the week in which they are confiscated.  Phones will be returned at the end of 
the day unless the student has had the phone confiscated more than twice.  On the third (and any subsequent)   
occasions we will require a parent or nominated adult to collect the phone from school. 

https://www.epraise.co.uk/index.php?school=blueschool&login=parents
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Section One—Personal Conduct 
 
All members of our school community have the right to feel safe, secure and to learn, teach and work.  To enable this 
we should respect one another at all times. 
 
Anti-social behaviour and bullying 
 
Threatening and abusive behaviour of any kind, whether physical or verbal, is strictly forbidden and will not be      
tolerated at our school.  We should show respect for all members of the community regardless of ability, gender, 
race, religion or sexual orientation. 
 
Anyone observing anti-social or racist behaviour should report it immediately.  At our school swearing is considered 
anti-social and swearing for such effect in class will usually result in suspension.  The school is opposed to all forms 
of discrimination and any incidents of racist behaviour will be reported to the Local Authority. 
 
Alcohol, solvents and illicit drugs 
 
The above are forbidden in school.  Possession or use of any of these substances or the equipment associated with 
their use is not allowed on the premises or on the way to and from school.  Any student disobeying this regulation will 
be suspended from school. 
 
Knives, including penknives, and other weapons  
 
The above are forbidden in school.  Any student disobeying this regulation will be suspended from school. 
 
Smoking 
 
Smoking (including vaping) anywhere on site or to and from school will result in suspension. 
 

Section Two—Uniform and Appearance 
 
We consider it important that high standards of dress and personal hygiene and grooming are maintained by all at 
The Blue.  All students in the school are expected to follow the uniform code as it gives a sense of unity and         
purpose.  Students should always wear uniform in a smart manner with the aim of creating a positive impression of 
themselves and the school.  
 
If you have any questions concerning uniform, please contact the school. 
 
Coats, Hoodies and Jackets 

• Coats should be plain and waterproof. Students who cycle or walk to school are strongly encouraged to wear 
high visibility jackets/bands, especially during the shorter days and darker nights. 

• Coats should only be worn in the winter or during wet/cold days. They are not a substitute for the school   
jumper. 

• Coats should not be worn inside the school buildings. 

• Hoodies and fashion jackets (including denim, leather or imitation leather jackets) must not be worn. Students 
who arrive at school in these garments will have them confiscated for the duration of the day. 

• Students are not to wear coats with large badges or logos on them (except The Blue School). 
 
Footwear  

• Trainers, fashion shoes (including Vans, DCs and Converse), shoes with a white or coloured band round the 
sole and plimsolls are not to be worn with the school uniform. 

• Boots are not acceptable except as mentioned in the extreme weather regulations. 
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Hair 
Hair should be kept neat and tidy, of natural style and avoiding the extremes of fashion, such as highlights, unnatural 
colours and cut/shaved patterns. Long hair must be tied back in practical lessons. Students who colour the ends of 
their hair, or have coloured streaks in it, must anticipate being sent home to wash it out or dye it an appropriate    
colour. They will then be expected to return to school. 
 
Makeup and Nail Varnish 

• Make up is not permitted in Years 7-9. Discreet use of makeup that is not visible is allowed in Years 10-11. 

• Nail varnish is not permitted in Years 7-11. Acrylic nails or any extensions are also not permitted. Students 
who come to school in acrylic nails must anticipate being isolated and/or sent home from school. 

 
Piercings and Jewellery 

• No facial piercings or hoop/drop earrings are permitted. (For pierced ears: one small stud or sleeper may be 
worn in each ear). Students will be asked to remove any unacceptable jewellery even if the piercing is new. To 
avoid potential conflict such piercings should be arranged for the start of holiday times so that the wearing of 
studs will not be required during school time. Students who do not comply with the piercing regulations must 
anticipate being isolated and/or sent home from school. 

• For health and safety reasons no other jewellery, including bracelets and bands, is to be worn. Failure to follow 
this code will lead to items being confiscated, and/or the student being sent home from school. 

 
Outgrown uniform 

• If your son or daughter has outgrown their uniform (including skirts and trousers) and it is in good condition, we 
ask that you consider donating this to the school. This will enable us to lend uniform to students who are 
dressed inappropriately or need support with uniform issues. 

 
Winter and Summer; extreme weather regulations: 

• Winter: During periods of excessively cold weather/temperatures students may wear a plain white t-shirt or 
vest underneath their regular shirt. In snowy/icy conditions students may wear suitable/appropriate shoes/
boots to school. 

• Summer: During periods of excessively warm weather/temperatures the school may temporarily suspend the 
necessity to wear a jumper and a tie for school. Students and parents will be informed if this is the case. 

 
Badges and colours may be worn when they have been awarded for an achievement at the School. No other badges 
may be worn without permission. 
 
From time to time certain garments, or other accessories, become fashionable.  The school reserves the right to ban 
these where they are considered unsuitable.    
 
Any requests for exceptions to these rules on an individual basis must be discussed with the Pastoral Team Leader. 
 

Section Three—Personal Equipment and Valuables 
 

Students are discouraged from bringing large amounts of money or   
valuables to school and if they choose to do so it should not be left    
unattended.  All property should be clearly marked.  Weapons in any 
form including replicas and toys are strictly forbidden.  Skateboards, 
skates, roller blades, scooters, etc. are not allowed on the site at any 
time.  The school can accept no responsibility for loss or damage of   
personal valuables. 
 
Cycles 
Cyclists should dismount at the school gates and push bikes on    
internal roads and paths.  On arrival bikes should be taken directly to 
the cycle racks and secured. Roller skates, roller blades, skateboards 
etc, are not allowed. 
 
Mobile phones 
Mobile phones should be switched off and kept out of sight during      
registration, lessons and changeover between lessons.  Students 
may use soundless features such as text messaging or listen to    
music using headphones during long break and lunchtimes.  If      
parents need to contact their children it should be done through the 
school office.  Please see the school website to view our full mobile 
phone policy. 
 
Personal music players 
Personal music players must not be used in school and if brought 
onto the premises must be switched off at all times. 
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Section Four—Rules concerning the site and buildings 
 
The following rules are designed to help maintain our school as a safe and hygienic place to learn and teach.  The 
school site is private property and students should not be on the premises out of school time unless participating in 
official school events. 
 
Movement in and around buildings 

• No running anywhere on the site other than in designated games areas. 

• When moving around the campus, whenever possible move outside the building rather than through corridors. 

• The Corridor Code must be followed at all times:  move in an orderly manner, keep left, give way to those 
coming down stairs or out of rooms or buildings, and be careful how you carry and store your bag. 

• Help others to move efficiently, for example by holding open doors. 

• Outside the buildings students should keep to paths and designated games areas. 

• All grassed areas should be avoided unless they are designated as games areas. 
 
Eating and drinking 

• Chewing gum is not allowed in school. 

• Food bought at school and packed lunches must only be eaten in the designated areas.   

• Drinking is not allowed during lesson time. 
 
Litter 
Litter should be disposed of correctly using the bins and recycling facilities provided. 
 
Emergency evacuation 
Everyone should make themselves familiar with the evacuation procedures posted around the school.  Interference 
with alarms, extinguishers, fire blankets, evacuation chairs, etc. will result in exclusion. 
 
Lifts 
Lifts are strictly out of bounds other than to individuals who have been granted permission to use them. 
 
Equipment, fabric, furniture and fittings 
Care should be taken with all school property and damage, however caused, should be reported immediately.  It is 
our policy to charge for deliberate damage. 
 
Display of posters and notices 
Posters and notices should not be displayed without permission.  Where possible they should be fixed on notice 
boards provided.  They should not be fixed to glass.  Sellotape should not be used. 
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Transport to School 
 
The County Council will provide free transport or meet the travelling costs of students going to and from school as 
long as: 
 

• the students are attending the school designated for transport or 

• the students are attending the nearest school appropriate to their age and 

• the student’s home address is over 3 miles from the school. 
 
Full details of the County Council School Transport Policy together with the relevant application forms are available 
via the Somerset County Council website.  Further information regarding bus routes is given on page 29 of this  
booklet. 
 
We provide parking for bicycles for those students who wish to cycle to school, however, we would recommend that 
bicycles brought onto the school site are equipped with a secure lock.  For insurance purposes, we must point out 
that bicycles are stored at the owner’s risk.  
 
Parents who bring their children to school and/or collect them by car are asked to do so via our Kennion Road Car 
Park.  Access to the Milton side of the site during the school day is for staff only and is especially busy at the         
beginning and end of the school day when buses will be using the turning circle.  Please respect the school’s    
neighbours on the roads surrounding the site, driving carefully and avoiding parking on these busy roads. 
 
The Blue School has joined a Local Authority project whose aim is to ensure all students can travel to and from 
school feeling safe and secure.  To support this aim a number of procedures have been introduced, one of which is a 
“Behaviour Protocol”.  Students whose behaviour is unacceptable may have travel rights withdrawn for a fixed period 
of up to six months. Travel rights will not be reinstated until a meeting has been held at school with the student, a 
parent and representatives of the school and Local Authority. 
 

Homework 
 
The school believes in the value of homework, which will be set by teachers and completed by students in            
accordance with our homework policy.  This will be published at the beginning of each academic year. 
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Art 

Art lessons at the Blue School are designed to nurture creativity and independent inquiry through well-structured 
units of work. Work will be explored in students’ personal sketchbooks, whilst extended project work will be           
celebrated through whole school display and subsequently available to take home. Students also have the            
opportunity to contribute to whole school exhibitions in our Milton Gallery, which showcases work from all year 
groups.  
  
Our students follow a skills’ based course that will aim to encourage the development of their drawing, painting, 3D 
making, print and critical studies. We will provide students with a sketchbook and any specialist equipment.  Students 
will use their sketchbooks for looking and drawing, exploring materials, collecting information and developing their 
own ideas and feelings.  Assessment is an integral part of understanding how to improve in Art and Design; projects 
are accompanied with success criteria to enable students to build on their abilities and confidence in a range of    
materials and approaches to their work. Progress and achievement is tracked in students’ sketchbooks which evolve 
into a valuable document of the development of skills and understanding. 
 
Sketchbooks are also used for homework, which is set in accordance with the homework timetable and should take 
about an hour to complete; often students will choose to spend longer. Art catch-up clubs at lunchtime offer students 
the opportunity to refine skills further, as an extension for class work or homework, or providing fresh challenges with 
a rolling programme of creative projects offering both independent and collaborative outcomes.  
  
You can help by encouraging your child to complete homework that has been set in class; you are welcome to add 
constructive written comments about their sketchbook work. Ensuring that he/she comes to lessons prepared with 
their sketchbook, a soft drawing pencil, a rubber, a ruler and colouring materials such as felt tip pens or colouring 
pencils will certainly support their work.  
 
In the modern world of digital media students will be challenged to make use of images, photographs and research 
using the internet. Whilst internet access at home is beneficial to students, we realise this may not always be       
available and offer open access to computers, printers and digital cameras on the school premises. These will be 
accessed during lessons, but are also available for extended use during break and lunch times. Printing provision for 
classwork, homework and research are essential resources available in the department. 
 
Many students also continue with their own art - including reading about art and visiting art galleries - outside school 
and we would, of course, encourage this even though it may be unrelated to their ‘school art’. Students will find out 
about the work of professional artists, craft persons and designers - what they do, how they think, how they express 
their ideas and how art, craft and design in their many forms have contributed to our understanding of society and 
history throughout the world. Links to both historical and contemporary art are embedded into students’ experiences 
throughout the year. 
   
Milton Gallery provides an inspiring showcase of work produced by students at both GCSE and A Level, in an ever 
changing programme of exhibitions.  Providing real artwork gives a valuable insight into the demands of higher level 
courses.   Advice and support are given to all students concerning Y10 options, so that they are made aware of the 
expectations and demands of the GCSE course as well as the opportunities in post 16 study and career routes for 
those with potential interest in the professional world of Art and Design. 
 
We are intensely proud of the ethos of our Art Department and we aim to make lessons enjoyable, relevant and    
active. The exploration of a range of skills reflects students’ maturing perceptual and emotional development and 
students will refine technical and aesthetic skills in all the media areas previously covered. 
 
Please click here to view the Art Department’s website. 
 

Computer Science 

At The Blue School, students will be studying the new Computing curriculum which incorporates a range of topics 
that tie into Computer Science, while also including some areas that are more creative focused.  
 
There are 4 dedicated ICT suites where each student in a class has an individual computer. We want students to 
develop their skills in computational thinking (logically breaking down and solving problems), programming, eSafety 
and other core concepts.  
 
We know that the jobs our students will be doing probably don’t exist yet. Our department aims to develop            
fundamental skills which encourage students to become independent users of technology, with a real understanding 
of the underlying principles behind what they (and the computer) are doing.  
 
Students will receive one discrete Computing lesson each week in Years 7, 8 and 9. An ICT course is available as an 
option choice when they reach Year 10. 
 
 
 

https://sites.google.com/theblueschoolwells.co.uk/artdepartment/home?authuser=1
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Design and Technology 

Design & Technology stimulates both intellectual and creative abilities and develops the personal qualities needed to 

complete a design project from initial ideas to finished product. 
  
The work of young people in Design & Technology enables them to: 
  
•  relate their personal experience to the work of commerce and industry 
•  understand how Design & Technology affects our lives 
•  contribute to the use and development of technology in our society through informed participation. 
  
The Blue School has excellent facilities for Design & Technology.  In addition to the well-equipped specialist rooms, 

we have an excellent networked suite of computers. 
  
The entry into secondary school is a significant step.  It brings students into contact with specialist teachers and a 

wide range of technical resources.  Students are taught how to work out their ideas with greater technical precision, 

taking proper account of functional, economic and aesthetic factors.  Design proposals can be manufactured by using 

equipment and an increased range of materials to produce products of quality. 
  
Teachers will show students how to structure their designing by working through a design folio to show evidence of 

exploring ideas and making decisions.  Students will be taught techniques for exploring and developing their ideas - 

thumbnail sketching, annotated drawing, 3D mock-ups, and computer simulations.  Sometimes the scale of the     

design task will make it necessary for students to work in teams.  Teachers will require students to use mathematics, 

science and art in their work.  Understanding of design continues to develop through the study of existing products 

and by inviting designers and others from industry and commerce into the classroom. 
  
Typically over the first three years students will design and make eco-friendly printed ‘monster’ bags, tie dyed, laser 

cut and embellished zipped wallets, Kandinsky inspired door stops, pens, jewellery, electronic novelties, torches, 

clocks and mirrors, mechanical toys, and a variety of food products for particular lifestyles and nutritional needs,    

including the favourites - pastries, soda bread and savoury muffins. 
  
The range of experience includes the use of foods, textiles, timbers, metals, plastics, mechanisms and electron-

ics.  Students will be taught Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Control, Computer Aided Making (CAM) and 

Desk Top Publishing (DTP). 
 

D&T— Graphics and Product Design 
 
The central aspect of our foundation course is that children learn to communicate ideas and manufacture solutions. 
 
At the earliest opportunity students will be taught to cut, shape and join a wide range of materials - from plastics to 

precious metals, from electronic components to our native hardwoods. Students will be taught to observe general 

safety and workshop procedures and to work in a manner that is planned and considered. Students will be expected 

to pursue the highest levels of craftsmanship. 

The skills required in researching and illustrating ideas are taught alongside the design projects.  The communication 

of ideas through drawings, models and text involves the development of many graphical skills.  Setting specifications, 

making observation drawings and using our Computer Aided Design facilities (CAD) are some of the skill areas that 

are developed.  Students will use industry standard CAD software such as CorelDraw, Sketchup and Solidworks 3D 

modelling to develop design ideas in new and exciting ways.  Computer Aided Manufacture enables students to make 

what they have designed using the latest Laser Cutting and Rapid Prototyping technology.  Students will be expected 

to pursue a high level of presentation and communication throughout the process. 

D&T— Food and Nutrition and Textile Materials 
 

Students are taught on a rotation basis; they experience a term and a half of both Food and Nutrition and Textiles in 

Y7 to Y9.  The skills that students develop during Y7 form a foundation for subsequent years. Emphasis is placed on 

producing quality products that are individually creative.  Understanding and observing safe working practices are 

given a priority at a very early stage. 
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 Food and Nutrition Materials 
 
Students really enjoy and show a wonderful level of motivation when they cook and use ingredients in a creative way.  
Opportunities arise to taste a variety of foods, to offer opinions on taste and texture but also to introduce food they 
may not have yet experienced.  
 
Ideas are communicated through illustration, verbal communication and group collaboration and products are       
designed with consumers in mind.  Techniques and processing skills are taught and assessed each time designs are 
made into real products.  Creativity with food ingredients is nurtured.  We aim for products to be made with quality, 
have a good appetising appearance and be relevant to lifestyle; this may mean some preparation will be required at 
home as time is our main constraint. 
 
Government guidelines are clear on the need to make products nutritious and healthy; nearly all products made will 
be savoury.  Treats will be made towards the end of the projects, usually involving chocolate!  Nutritional needs and 
healthy eating are a focus in all year group teaching, particularly Year 7. 
 
During Y7 products include: hummus with vegetable crudités, energy high fibre bars, soda bread, fruit crumbles,  
savoury scones and vegetable based muffins.  Y8 students concentrate on foods that use ingredient waste as our 
project focuses on food sustainability and protein.  In Y9 the focus is on foods that contain Carbohydrates and Fats 
and we look closely at a range of dietary needs. 
 
Staff would appreciate parents checking with their children to see if food ingredients are required for the following 
lesson so that their experience in the food workshop is a rewarding one.  A recipe guide sheet is available on Google 
Classroom and a letter asking parent(s) to identify any food allergies that may affect their child’s experiences.       
Students are encouraged to further the skills they have developed at home.   

 

Textile Materials 
 
Students are fascinated by the sewing machine and the laser cutter so we exploit both fully within the KS3 schemes 
of work.  Developing an understanding of how fabrics are constructed and used within the textile industry to make 
unique products is the foundation to all three projects that students complete in Textiles.  Students are taught, from 
the outset, how to embellish, cut accurately and construct using a range of fabrics, techniques and processes.  As 
with all D&T materials, students carry out research before communicating their design ideas through                     
illustrative  drawings, modelling and group collaborative work, all assisted by the use of our Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) facilities.  Evaluation of work takes place throughout the course so that students can learn to make          
judgements for future tasks.  High levels of creativity and individual thought are expected. 
  
In Y7 students’ focus is on sustainability. Using CorelDraw they design a eco monster which is then printed onto    
fabric and made into a bag-for-life.  In Year 8 product development starts with pattern and shape found in Moroccan 
art.  Fabric is tie-dyed and laser cut before being embellished and sewn.  In Year 9 students' focus on a 20th Century 
artist to then print, manipulate and decorate fabric before sewing into a product. 
  
Students would benefit if basic sewing equipment such as pins, needles and thread are accessible for use at home. 
 

Drama 
 
The Drama department recognises a common sense of purpose and a shared belief in the contribution drama and 
theatre makes to the quality of people’s lives both in school and beyond. Our work is centred on three core beliefs: 
togetherness, openness, play. We believe that each one of us has something we can do to help another. We believe 
in the power of people as a community. 
 
Making drama and experiencing theatre is part of being human. It spans our histories and cultures, offering a means 
of creative exploration, expression and the making of shared meanings and aesthetic experiences. Through it, we 
learn what it is to be human with passion and compassion. 
 
In addition to the importance of students developing their knowledge and skills in drama & theatre, other vital and 
transferable non-cognitive skills are also developed. These include the personal and social use of the imagination; 
powers of creative self-expression; decision making and problem solving skills; critical reflection and an                
understanding of self and the world; self-confidence; a sense of worth and respect; consideration for others.         
Engagement in the quintessentially collaborative and social activities of drama and theatre provide opportunities to 
develop skills of teamwork, communication and consultation. Learning to develop these essential skills has a positive 
impact throughout life. Drama & theatre are inclusive cultural and educational practices that are accessible and     
enjoyable for children and young people of all ages and abilities. 
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 There are five schemes of work in year 7: Ready to Play, An Introduction to Greek Theatre, Scriptwriting, Blood 
Brothers, and Actor Training 1.  Students will have the opportunity to work singularly, in pairs and in small and large 
groups. As students move into Y8, the focus moves towards classes shaping their own pieces of drama with less 
guidance from staff, to decide on the pathway that their lessons take and to explore new styles of performance.  We 
study revolutionary theatre practitioners and styles of theatre such as Commedia Dell’Arte.  In year 9 we expect    
students, when looking at schemes such as Frankenstein and DNA, to see the wider picture, making cross-curricular 
connections and creating drama to communicate an intention for a specific audience group.  Students are formally 
assessed in three areas at the end of each term: knowledge, skills and understanding.  We use this data to allow the 
students to gather the evidence on their development, to open conversations about areas for improvement and to 
praise and reward progress.   
 
Lessons are only a part of the drama experience in The Blue School.  We also have an extensive extra-curricular  
provision with students being encouraged to audition for the annual school production.  We also have a drama club 
for Y7-9. Students are given lots of opportunity during the year to see professional theatre, especially if a production 
happens which is relevant to their topic.  The staff are passionate about drama and its importance in the curriculum 
and we do our very best to develop this in the students during their time with us.  
 
If you require any further information about any of the extra-curricular opportunities please do not hesitate to contact 
Mr Cowper – Team Leader of Drama. 
 

English 
 
At The Blue School we aim to develop our students’ love of Language and Literature in all its forms. We offer a 
breadth of texts through our programme of study with the aim of extending our students’ knowledge and experience. 
 
Students joining Y7 have been given a pack containing a copy of the text ‘Coraline’ by Neil Gaiman. Students are  
welcome to read it over the summer and/or complete some of the general activities enclosed in the pack. They will 
need to bring it with them for their English lessons in September as they will study the text in detail and complete a 
range of tasks . Also in the pack are a number of strategies to help you support your child’s reading.  
 
For the first half term in Y7, all students follow the same programme of work in the study of the text ‘Coraline’. The 
work is designed to:  
 
•  give students a chance to write and talk about the novel 
•  introduce students to the different aspects of English at The Blue School  
•  show students some of the procedures that they will need to follow in the rest of their English lessons during 
 the year  
•  allow students to show the standard of their reading, writing and speaking/listening on entry to the school.  
 
For the rest of the year, classes complete a variety of units based on a range of texts: poetry, plays, novels, short 
stories and media texts. Throughout this year students will be practising and developing their skills in all aspects of 
Language and Literature.  
 
Some important things about English lessons:  
 
Personal reading  
Students are expected to read for their own pleasure as this is an important part of English. They will be given regular 
opportunities to undertake private reading at the start of lessons and will be expected to always bring a reading book. 
The school library is open at break, lunch and after school for students to borrow books and there will be some oppor-
tunities to visit the school library during private reading time in class. 
 
Assessment  
Each piece of work is assessed by the teacher according to the criteria set for the task. Students are given an A4  
exercise book for class work, homework and assessments. Progress against target grades is checked at regular   
intervals, and is discussed with students and marked on work as appropriate.  
 
Equipment  
Each student must bring a suitable pen, pencil and ruler to each lesson. In addition to this, the following things are 
very useful:  
 
•  coloured pens/pencils  
•  a pocket dictionary  
•  a pocket thesaurus  
 
Students are taught in mixed ability groups in Year 7. Prior to the end of the first half term students will undertake our 
own baseline Reading, Spelling and Writing tests. A small number of students who require additional support will be 
extracted from MFL to follow a specific literacy support programme.  
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 In Years 8 & 9 students will be set in ability groups and will continue to work on half-termly units covering a variety of 
texts. The Key Stage 3 programme of study is designed to extend and develop students’ skills from the previous year 
in preparation for Key Stage 4. 
  
What can you do to help your child with English?  
•  Read through their exercise book and check any targets set for them: if they have not achieved them, help 
 them to work on them.  
•  Encourage them to plan, draft, proof read and revise their work.  
•  Help with key spellings.  
•  Find out what they always forget (for example, there/their/they’re or using paragraphs) and help them to          
 remember.  
•  Encourage them to present their work neatly.  
•  Ensure that they always have a reading book and encourage them to read for pleasure. This doesn’t always 
 need to be stories: non-fiction books, biographies, magazines etc are all equally important to encourage a love 
 of reading.  

•  Check Google Classroom regularly and help support with homework activities.  

 
Geography 
 

“What is our knowledge worth if we know nothing about the world that sustains us, nothing about natural systems 

and climate, nothing about other countries and cultures”  (Jonathon Porritt, Forum for the Future). 

  

First of all, welcome to The Blue School Geography Department; we hope that you will find this summary of Key 

Stage 3 useful and that it will provide for a smooth and successful transition into Y7. 

 

The KS3 curriculum is constantly evolving, just as the World around us is.  Key Geographical events shape our    

understanding of the delicate balance that needs to be achieved so we can utilise its nature in a sustainable       

manner.  Only by recognising threats to the quality of our landscape can we educate young minds to make           

appropriate decisions to ensure its preservation.  

 

The KS3 curriculum investigates a number of themes and concepts aimed at developing student understanding of 

key Geographical processes.  Elements of Human and Physical Geography are addressed at varying scales and 

where possible the department makes use of recent events, available technologies and the skills of individuals in our 

community to enhance teaching and learning. 

 

Throughout Key Stage 3 Geography the course is divided into modules lasting approximately 6 weeks.  Modules are 

assessed using a variety of forms such as tests, reports, presentations and projects.  These are designed so that the 

students can achieve success to the best of their abilities. 
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 The department aims to give opportunities to undertake fieldwork in support of the curriculum; many trips such as the 

annual year 8 trip to the Quantock Hills have been successfully run for a number of years and students both enjoy 

and value the work achieved on these days.   

  

Finally, students are expected to come to lessons with their exercise book and basic stationery i.e. pen, pencil,    

rubber and ruler.  An atlas at home provides a useful reference and it would help their studies greatly if students    

regularly used the resources found in the school library as well as following the news and general interest             

programmes on the television and radio. The department has many and varied resources including access to a suite 

of PCs linked to the school network; this ensures that ICT and GIS are a focus in many lessons in Geography. 

  

History 
 

The Blue School History Department seeks to inspire an attitude of curiosity and enquiry within our students by 

equipping them with an understanding and knowledge of the past as well as the skills to critically engage with it. This 

in turn enables students to understand their place in the diverse world we live in today.  To do this, we choose topics 

that aim to give our students a chronological understanding of the past as well as a diverse spread of History and 

provide opportunities for them to develop their ability to research, evaluate, and organise a wide range of material. 

Students learn how to use their findings to construct detailed and rational arguments that are well supported by his-

torical evidence. Students are taught through a variety of different methods including source analysis, discussion and 

debate and group work.  

 

In Year 7 we focus on Medieval and Early Modern History beginning by exploring the ancient civilisations. Within this 

unit we cover Mesopotamia, the Shang Dynasty and the Roman Empire our focus here is to encourage students to 

consider how ancient civilisations have developed and how they have shaped the world; by using historical evidence 

we investigate what it was like to live in these Civilisations. With this grounding in historical evidence, our next unit 

explores some English History by looking at England after 1066. Rather than just a focus on the Battle of Hastings, 

we focus on the issues of succession in England in 1066; and the outcome of this, considering the growth in Castles 

and the development of these in our History focusing on the local castles in Somerset.  

 

We continue to focus on Power and Monarchy in our third unit on the War of the Roses, this unit focuses on a key 

period of British History that leads to much change. We focus on monarchy and power and consider the individuals 

involved and how they are portrayed in contemporary sources. This leads nicely into the fourth unit in Year7 that 

centres around the Tudors, this again is a period of British History that impacts our lives today. We consider themes 

such as Religion, Trade and exploration, Rebellions, but to add a new approach to this we consider life and society 

under the Tudors, looking at the representation of women and considering how Black Tudors were represented in 

this early modern period. Our final unit in Year 7 centres around Women through History and the representation of 

women, we focus on a vast range of female leaders and warriors form Matilda, Joan of Arc to Boudicca, this enables 

Year 7 to understand the variety and diversity we can get from learning from our past.  

 

In Year 8 we continue with Early Modern History but also move into the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries too. We continue our 

focus on Monarchy and Royal power by starting with an enquiry into the 17
th
 century and question the role of monar-

chy and how that has impacted the Queen today. We focus on three aspects of this period, Charles I rule, the Civil 

War and Cromwell’s England and finish by considering the Glorious Revolution, linking to the Parliament we have 

today. Our overall focus is to engage students in the concept of historical significance by considering how much this 

period impacts the way our country is governed today.  
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After focusing on traditional British history, we consider Empire as our second unit. The focus is on the impact that the 

British Empire had on the countries it colonised. Starting with a focus on India before the British colonised it, we con-

sider the British rule over India and consider the impact this had through developing students’ understanding of histor-

ical interpretation of key events and ending the unit with a focus on Indian Independence and the role of Gandhi. Con-

tinuing the theme of Power and control we then focus on a unit on Slavery, students have the opportunity to under-

stand the horrors of the slave trade and question if slavery is still in existence today, we also bring our focus in this 

unit to a local level with a case study on Bristol. In the summer term Year 8 focus on key individuals in History, we 

focus on the theme of medicine and surgery and consider the impact that individuals have, looking into Jenner, Sea-

cole and Nightingale to name but a few,  the focus is to consider who had the greatest impact on Medicine in the peri-

od. To complete Y8, we look into Britain before the war and consider the changes that took place in this period.  The 

unit focuses on the Suffragettes fight for the vote and considers how strong Britain were on the eve of war, question-

ing decisions at this important time. Students focus on interpretation of History as a skill in this unit and this gives a 

good base to move into Year 9.  

 

In Year 9 students begin to focus on a number of more challenging topics as we move to the study of Modern History. 

Our first unit continues from year 8 with a focus on WWI through this we considerr a number of different aspects of 

war, we focus on the role of individuals and link into the previous medicine unit with a focus on the impact of the 

Spanish flu. We also offer a Gifted and Talented trip to the WWI battlefields that enables students to see the true dev-

astation of this brutal war.  

 

After we have developed an understanding of WWI, students are able to connect how this links to WWII and put the 

causes into context.  Here we debate what the main cause was and develop students’ use of analytical verbs in their 

oral explanation, we also broaden our focus by looking at the wider war and the role of China within this war, we bring 

this focus back home too with a direct focus on the local impact on Bristol. Following WWII, students consider a unit 

on  The Holocaust and Genocide we question responsibility and who was to blame for the Holocaust, we also broad-

en our understanding of genocides and look into the Cambodian Genocide and Rwandan genocide, giving the stu-

dents a more global understanding of such an important aspect of modern History. We continue our focus on global 

History by considering the politics behind the Cold War and focusing directly on the Proxy war of Vietnam – question-

ing the impact this war had on the countries involved.  We finish the year by considering the global fight for civil rights 

in Britain and America – once again here we look at significance of both individuals and events, we focus on three 

themes Civil Rights with a local focus on the Bristol Bus Boycott, LGBTQ+ and the Stonewall riots in America, Sports 

Equality and Women’s rights, all of these themes are brought forward to question if we truly have an equal society in 

the modern period Students are encouraged to be reflective on this topic and to draw their own conclusions.  

 

Throughout Key Stage 3, students are taught in mixed ability groups and formal assessment takes place at regular 

intervals, based on the key enquiries which the students study. Students will study five enquires each year to build up 

their chronological understanding throughout KS3 and will be assessed on five different historical skills each year as 

well as considering chronology and cultural themes throughout every unit. The assessments are carried out in a vari-

ety of different ways, including source analysis, formal writing, and oral presentations. Students use their exercise 

book for note taking and rough work, all formally assessed work is completed in these too. Students will have to com-

plete project based homework throughout each unit of study; this will often be set and due in two weeks later, to ena-

ble students to become independent learners at home and extend on study undertaken in class. 

 

Mathematics 
 

Our aim in the Mathematics department is to encourage and nurture a love of Maths. We want students to feel      

confident in their knowledge. Throughout their journey through school all students will study a range of topics          

including Number, Algebra, Geometry, Ratio and Proportion, Probability and Statistics. They will be encouraged, and 

taught how, to develop mathematical reasoning and problem solving skills. 

 

Students will be taught in mixed ability groups during Y7.  

 

Homework will normally be set every week, according to the timetable and should take around 30 minutes. Twice 

each half term, students will be assessed. There will be one applied mathematics task and one written test. Records 

of these assessments will be recorded in the student’s Maths books.  

 

Y8 students continue to study the areas covered in year 7, improving, deepening and consolidating their knowledge, 

understanding and skills. Assessment continues twice per half term with results recorded in exercise books. 
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 Y9 continues in a similar way to Y8 with end of year assessments being used to help group students ready for Y10 

and GCSE. 

 

All children will need to bring a: pen, pencil, ruler, rubber and calculator to every lesson. 

 

Our preferred calculator is a Casio FX85-GT. Students will be taught how to use this. 

 

Modern Languages 
 
Welcome to the Modern Languages Department at The Blue School.  We are an enthusiastic department who are 

passionate about learning foreign languages and we believe that even a little knowledge of a foreign language can 

make a difference when you go to other countries or meet people of other nationalities.  In KS3 at The Blue School 

your child will have the chance to study aspects of the language and culture of French or Spanish.  

 

In KS3 we use the course book Allez for French and Claro for Spanish and both are designed to give students a broad 

basis in the foreign language and a sound grammatical knowledge on which to continue further study.  We also use a 

range of authentic materials to support the text books and introduce aspects of French and Spanish culture. 

  

Y7 

We aim to put students at their ease when they begin learning languages at The Blue School, irrespective of the 

amount that they may have studied at primary school.  Y7 is taught in mixed ability groups.  Throughout Year 7      

students at The Blue School learn French and Spanish, however, some students for whom it is more appropriate may 

concentrate on solely Spanish. Homework is set at least once a week and will encompass a variety of tasks which 

include learning vocabulary, learning a written paragraph, research, writing a paragraph or preparing spoken answers 

to questions.  

  

Y8  

Students will choose to continue studying either French or Spanish in Year 8. Students will have online access to    

resources to support the text book. Homework will take a variety of forms and may include research, reading         

comprehensions and using online programmes to consolidate vocabulary and grammar.  

  

Y9 

All students will continue to learn their chosen language throughout Year 9. After Easter in year 9 students will be   

beginning the GCSE text book in their chosen language.  
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Music 
 
‘Be Confident, Be Creative, Be Inspiring’ 
 
Music at The Blue School is engaging and student enthusiasm is strong – we want your child to have a fantastic, rich 
musical experience with us.  We have made major investment into the department to include a technology suite as 
well as our dedicated teaching spaces and our passionate team of creative musicians have developed an exciting 
curriculum that will encourage your child to achieve in all areas of music - listening, performing and composing. They 
will gain an understanding of how to use music as an expressive force, through individual, paired and group work. 
Students receive one lesson a week in KS3 which increases if they progress into GCSE/A-Level. They will use   
technology and live instruments in every year, at different points in the curriculum. 
 
We have a growing extra-curricular programme including two choirs, an orchestra, flute group, string group, guitar 
club, jazz band, multiple bands, music tech clubs and a student-led folk ensemble. We have a close relationship with 
the Priddy Folk Festival, presenting students on the main stage every year as part of a major project. Music plays a 
large part in school productions, and we aim to run multiple concerts through the year. 
 
Students will learn about the elements of music (Rhythm/Pitch/Tempo/Timbre/Structure/Dynamics) to create a strong 
foundation for the remainder of KS3 and ultimately GCSE. They will focus in the first term on singing in preparation 
for the Founders Day service and on group music making in the second term prior to the Carol Service in which   
students will have the opportunity to perform. After Christmas the focus turns to developing skills and learning      
instruments, namely the ukulele, the keyboard and the music software on iMacs.  They continue to develop their  
performing, composing and listening skills through work on keyboards, ukulele and specialist music software until the 
end of Year 9, taking in topics such as The Orchestra, Music for Film, Reggae, Music for Adverts, Musical Theatre 
and Hip Hop. 
 
We then regularly have 2 classes continue to GCSE, and routinely prepare students to study music after A Levels. 
 
For information regarding Instrumental Tuition, please see page 29. 
 

Physical Education 
 

During Y7 students will experience two PE lessons per week during which time a wide range of sporting activities will 

be covered from the major games of soccer and netball to the more artistic activities of dance and gymnastics.   

 

Blocks of activity will be approximately 8 weeks long.  Students will experience blocks of generic games skills and 

basic creative lessons in the first half term.  During lessons students will experience practices designed to improve 

isolated skills and they will put these skills into small sided and modified games.  Students are encouraged to plan for 

themselves and carry out simple evaluations of their own and others’ work, along with an appreciation of the benefits 

and considerations of a healthy lifestyle.  Students are assessed throughout the year across all the 9 sports that they 

will cover. 

 

Students continue to experience two PE lessons per week in Y8 and will continue to develop the major games of 

boys’ rugby and soccer and girls’ hockey and netball but additional activities will be added to the curriculum including 

boys’ softball, girls’ basketball and health related fitness.  Once again students will be assessed across all 10 sports 

that are delivered which also last for approximately 8 weeks each. 

 

Students have two lessons per week in Y9 and again continue to develop the major games as in Y8 and have      
additional ‘new activities’ for contrast.  These include girls’ soccer and lacrosse and boys’ basketball.  Throughout all 
three years the emphasis is on developing skills, knowledge and understanding across a variety of activities to     
ensure progress and success for all, but at an individual level. 
 
All kit should be clearly labelled with the student’s name.  Students will be outside for the majority of their lessons 
and a tracksuit (navy) as an additional layer of clothing will make the cold/wet outdoor lessons more                    
comfortable.  Tracksuits are not permitted for rugby.  We have also introduced an optional white base layer top to 
wear under Blue School kit in cold weather.  
 
We implement a ‘no note’ policy in line with other schools locally.  This means that all students will be expected to 
bring the correct kit, change and take part in as much of the lesson as they can, either as a performer, official or a 
coach.  This includes students who are unwell, recovering from asthma attacks etc.  It is not designed to force them 
to take a full and active part in the lesson if they are unable to do so.  They will still be  deployed as coaches and   
officials etc. in line with the constraints of their condition but will be appropriately dressed for the conditions and     
activity we may undertake.  The exception is for students with an official doctor’s note, those on crutches and those 
students whose injury prevents them dressing/undressing without assistance. 
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Alongside curriculum PE there is a very wide range of extra-curricular sports offered to students.  There are           
representative teams in hockey, soccer, netball, rugby, cricket, rounders and athletics and many other recreational 
clubs too.  These provide a valuable learning opportunity for students and it is hoped that many students will attend 
these clubs which run at lunch times and after school.  Potential school representatives and their parents should see 
this as a commitment to the school, involving both responsibility and privilege alongside the enjoyment of the sport. 
 

Religion and Philosophy 
 
The Religion and Philosophy Department is proud of its focus on developing students who are religiously literate 
whilst being open-minded. We agree with the Department for Education that RP is an important curriculum subject in 
its own right, yet also makes a unique contribution to the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of pupils 
and supports wider community cohesion.  
 
Our schemes of work are informed by the Somerset SACRE Agreed Syllabus for Religion and Philosophy. This is 
designed for students of any faith or none at all.  Christianity is the focus of our syllabus, combined with the study of 
the other major religions found in the UK.  Considerable weight is given to non-religious responses to the questions 
posed. 
 
Aim 
For students to learn about and learn from religion.  A wide range of teaching methods are used.  Students are taught 
in their mixed ability tutor groups during Y7. 
 
How can you help?   
The modern RP syllabus emphasises a variety of ideas and opinions.  Please be prepared for your child to discuss 
what you and they and others think as part of their homework. An acceptance of the subject matter and a willingness 
to be open-minded about the broad range of issues that are covered in RP is essential.  
 
Year 7 Topics 
History of Religion 
Significance of Jesus 
Sikhism 
Buddhism 
Religious responses to ethical issues 
 
Year 8 Topics 
Islam – Beliefs and Practices 
Christianity - Beliefs and role models 
Moral Philosophy – key scholars; is it ever right to kill? 
 
Year 9 Topics 
Existence of God 
Religion and Life 
Buddhism – beliefs and application 
Relationships and families 
Human Rights 
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Science 
The Science Department at the Blue School seeks to inspire students to “think like a scientist”.  To do this we follow 
the 2 year AQA KS3 Activate course.  This is a two year course that will ensure that students are equipped with the 
skills needed to engage with both the practical and theoretical aspects of science as they progress through The Blue 
School. 
 
Students in Year 7 will be taught in mixed ability groups.  Their lessons will be in well-equipped science laboratories.  
Teachers will show students how to make use of a range of scientific equipment to carry out practical work.    
 
Students will be given an exercise book that is personalised for the Science Course.  This book is a useful source of 
information both for students and parents/carers.  The exercise book contains detailed information about topics and           
assessments that will be covered in lessons.  
 
All of the lessons that your child will complete will be made available on Goggle Classroom.  It would be useful to  
encourage your child to take some time to engage with this outside of lessons. Homework is set to support students 
in becoming independent learners.  Homework will be a mixture of online SENECA quizzes and end of chapter   
questions from the Kerboodle text book.   

Year 8 follows a similar structure to Year 7 and in Y9 students start the KS4 AQA Science GCSE. 

School Catering Service 
 
At The Blue School we are proud of our acclaimed in-house catering service, providing a range of healthy and       
nutritious meals and snacks for our students, served from the three food outlets throughout the school.  A breakfast 
service operates in Bailey Hall from 8.00am. Break and lunchtime services are provided from Bailey Hall and Kennion 
(the Atom Café), serving a range of filled sandwiches, rolls, baguettes, tortilla wraps, salads and an array of hot meals 
as well as fruit juices and hot beverages; chilled water is available free of charge from dispensers around the school. 
 
The school uses a cashless system in all of our catering outlets with parents putting money onto their child’s personal 
catering account via our online payment system (SCOPAY) or by cash top-ups at two Paystations situated in the 
school.  Emails regarding the biometric cashless system are sent out to all parents, along with details on how to set 
up a SCOPAY online account. A default daily spend limit is set at £5.00, although parents may choose to set a      
different amount by contacting the Finance Office. 
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There are a number of advantages: 
 

• System provides a faster service by speeding up payment at the tills thereby reducing queuing time. 

• You can place school lunch money on your child’s catering account for whichever period suits you best,    
weekly, monthly or termly. 

• You no longer have to worry about finding small change for lunch money each morning. 

• Your child cannot lose their money or have it ‘borrowed’. 

• You will know that your money is being spent on providing your child with food for the day and not elsewhere. 

• An email alert is made when your child’s account reaches £3.00 or below. 

• Via SCOPAY you can see what your child is eating and an account balance. 

 
Blue Catering 
A variety of snacks are available with prices from 65p.  A main meal costs £2.05 (vegetarian options always available) 
and a main meal plus dessert costs £2.68. 
 
Free School Meals 
We would encourage all eligible students to claim their free school meal.  The use of a cashless catering system at 
The Blue ensures this eligibility remains anonymous.  You can claim free meals at any time in the school year if your 
circumstances change. 
 
Students on free meal entitlement will have their personal catering account electronically valued each day with the 
allowance of the free meal.  Students can also place additional money onto their card, the free meal allowance      
always being used prior to removal of any extra money. 
 
Eligibility includes families in receipt of:  

• Income Support  

• Employment & Support Allowance (Income - not contribution - related) 

• Income-based Job Seekers Allowance (not contribution based) 

• Guaranteed Element of State Pension Credit 

• Support under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 

• Child Tax Credit, providing you do not also receive Working Tax Credit, with an annual taxable income (as as-
sessed by HMRC) of less than £16,190 

• Universal Credit with an annual household income of less than £7,400.  
 
Please note that if you also receive any amount of Working Tax Credit this automatically disqualifies entitlement to 
free school meals.  However, if you have recently become unemployed, but are still receiving Working Tax Credits, 
you may be entitled to free school meals. 
 
An application form is available to download from the school website or Somerset County Council’s website or may 
be obtained from the Finance Office at the school. If you have been claiming free school meals at Primary School, 
your entitlement will automatically transfer to The Blue School and therefore you will not be required to complete a 
new application form. A £50.00 school uniform voucher will be posted to you prior to the end of the summer term, for 
you to redeem at South West Schoolwear in Wells. Please contact the Finance Office if you have not received this. 
 
If you have been in receipt of Free School Meals within the last six years but are no longer entitled, your child will be 
on our Pupil Premium list and will be open to some of the benefits available to those on Free School Meals (please 
visit the school website for more details). 
 
For all new claimants, if you wish to claim the £50.00 school uniform voucher, the completed application form for free 
school meals must be returned to the Finance Office as soon as possible and before Friday 15

th
 July or sent directly 

to Somerset County Council.  Uniform Vouchers cannot be issued until eligibility has been confirmed by Somerset 
County Council. 
 
SCOPAY Online Payments 
SCOPAY is a highly secure website, with a unique user ID and password, enabling parents to pay for trips, catering 
account top ups and other activities using a credit or debit card in a safe and convenient manner.  Letters will be 
emailed to all parents giving details of how to create their SCOPAY account. 
 

Fair Processing Under the Data Protection Act 1998 
 
Please see the Key Information section of the school website for further details. 

https://www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk/68/free-school-meals
https://www.somerset.gov.uk/education-and-families/free-school-meals/
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Bus Routes 
 
Route C421C Easton - The Blue School        P&V Minibuses 
Route C640A Chilcompton/Emborough – The Blue School       Arleen Coaches 
Route C641D Pilton/North Wootton—The Blue School      Somerset County  
               Council 
Route C642C Henton/Wookey – The Blue School       Southwest Coaches 
Route C643B Ston Easton/Litton/Chewton Mendip/Green Ore – The Blue School  Arleen Coaches 
Route C644C Polsham/Coxley/Godney – The Blue School      P&V Minibuses 
Route C647C E&W Harptree/Compton Martin/Ubley – The Blue School    Arleen Coaches  
Route C650G Westbury sub Mendip—The Blue School      CT Coaches 
Route C654D Stratton-on-the-Fosse – The Blue School      P&V Minibuses 
Route C778B West Horrington/Masbury/Chilcote/Dinder—The Blue School   P&V Minibuses 
Route C839D Clapton/Ston Easton – Chewton Mendip      Libra Travel 
 
Also First 126, 174 and 376 routes are used (public services). 
 

Instrumental Tuition 
 
The Blue School offers a range of instrumental lessons for students who wish to further their instrumental skills. This 
is in addition to the lessons within curriculum time.  Music Tuition is organised on a rotational basis, so the same   
subject does not routinely get missed. 
 
Students can take advantage of the following lesson types: 
30 minute individual lesson - £17.30 
20 minute individual lesson - £11.60 
30 minute paired lesson - £8.70 (each) 
 
Lessons are currently available for the following instruments: 
 
Piano 
Drums 
Guitar 
Voice 
Flute 
Clarinet 
Saxophone (Soprano/Alto/Tenor) 
Violin 
Viola 
 
This choice may increase if demand is sufficient.  
 
In some circumstances instruments are available for hire.   
 
The peripatetic teachers work freelance and invoice parents direct.  Mr Humphrey, Team Leader of Music, will     
oversee lessons, monitor attendance and is able to liaise on any matters non-financial.  
 
Lessons must be paid for a term in advance or lessons will not be able to occur.  Pupil Premium students should  
contact Mr Humphrey in the music department to discuss how to access lessons without charge to the parent and 
reduced rates for hire.  

 
Those students who join already playing an instrument are able to start lessons from the first term.  Other students 
can apply either before starting in September or upon arrival, but students must have paid in advance to access the 
lessons. 
 
The school also offers various instrumental groups, a school orchestra etc - we support and encourage all students’ 
engagement with music - and would expect students learning an instrument to also be a member of one of the school 
performing groups.   

 

Please contact Mr Humphrey, Team Leader of Music, for any further information. 
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THE BLUE SCHOOL 

APPLICATION FOR INSTRUMENTAL TUITION AND INSTRUMENT HIRE 

 

 

Data protection – please look after the information on the form in a confidential manner. 

 

 
Student and bill payer’s details 
 
Student name: …………………………………………Tutor group: …………… Student’s date of birth: ….………. 
 
Parent / Carer name: ………………………………  Address: …………………………………………………………. 
 
…………….……………………………………………………………………. Post code: ……………………………… 

 
Telephone: ………………….. E-mail: ……………………………………….. Ok to contact you by email?  YES/NO    
 
Instrument. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Lesson type and prices. Please tick any that you would be happy with and number your preferences. 
 
A)   Individual 30 minutes at £17.30 per lesson 
 
B)   Individual 20 minutes at £11.60 per lesson 
 
C)   Paired 30 minutes at £8.70 per pupil per lesson. *Shared with ………………………………………………. 
 
* Availability of C will depend on the number of students choosing these options.  
 
Instrument hire 
 
Please contact Mr Humphrey or ask the instrumental teacher to contact you.   
 
Instrument hire required?    Yes / No 
 
Terms and conditions 
 

•  In most cases you will receive an invoice in advance at the start of each term, billed as Autumn term 12 
weeks, Spring term 10 weeks, Summer term 10 weeks directly from the teacher.  Payment should be 
made in advance of the first lesson of each term.  After this a reminder will be sent and the teacher   
reserves the right to terminate lessons after the first lesson if payment if not received. 

•  Lessons cancelled due to illness will be charged.  Lessons missed due to school commitments such as 
exams, trips, sports day will be made up if the teacher is informed a week in advance at the discretion of 
the teacher. 

•  Half a term’s written notice is required for termination of lessons. 

•  If a teacher has to cancel a lesson for any reason, they will endeavour to rearrange it and if that is not 
possible you will be refunded for the lesson or the lesson will be made up. 

•  Your child is responsible for coming prepared to their lesson each week with their music and instrument, 
if appropriate.  

 
  
I apply for vocal/instrumental tuition for ………………………………...…… (student’s name) as indicated above. 
 
Signed (parent or carer) ………………………………………………….. Date ……………………………………. 
 
Please return to the Mr Humphrey in the music department who will forward it to the instrumental teacher. 
 


